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When the COVID-19 pandemic pulled the rug from under

everyone’s feet, my perspective of its unprecedented ramifications

is this:  Expect the unexpected.  After all, the only constant is

change.
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The Friday before the first day of the Movement Control

Order (MCO) found SBIS teachers engrossed in Google

Classroom training in the Meeting Room. If I had so

much as joked to my ICT Head of Department, Mr

Chelvam, that we would be teaching from home one

week later, he would have courteously but firmly told

me, “Mrs Gan, you’re tired. Go home and rest.” That

was how unlikely it seemed then. 

So, on that sunny Wednesday morning on 18 March

2020, online teaching and learning came to the SBIS

community like a bolt out of the blue. Fortunately, by

then, the team had rustled up an alternative time table,

contacted the students’ parents via Gmail overnight,

and geared itself up for our first SOL (SBIS Online

Learning) platform. 

Hitting the ground running, students, parents and

teachers, armed with their electronic devices, reported

for “school” by 8 am and started their first virtual lesson

by 8:30 am. We teachers are so proud of our children!

They took it all in their stride. So, did their parents who

graciously joined us for our first virtual assembly!

Life before the MCO

Amidst bursts of laughter on their way to the cafeteria

and animated chatter as they tuck into their food, our

children began their routine of life in SBIS in January

this year. From Monday morning assembly

presentations to afternoon co-curricular activities,

school was a healthy blend of serious assignments and

homework as well.

Forming new exciting friendships, maneuvering among

lockers, migrating to classes and the novelty of using

their ID cards were keeping them busy, disciplined and

engaged.  Even the staff were settling into daily, joyful

routines of overseeing the children during drop off and

pick up times. What could be more satisfying to parents

than seeing their young children running to school in

eager expectation of fun hands-on learning?

It was just as well that they were blissfully unaware of

the changes that were about to shake the foundations

of their lives to the core.

"Like a bolt out of the blue"
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Life during the CMCO

There were initially the inevitable teething problems

and technical glitches. Sacrifices on both divides were

made along the way, with negotiations and

compromises to do less (such as screen time), do more

(especially livestreaming), but most importantly, to do

well (as in homework submission).

A parent, in despair, wrote in to appeal to us to stop e-

learning due to poor connectivity (Year 4) whilst others

rallied around with comments such as “All good” (Year

2) and “Already doing enough” (Year 6). One parent

wanted contact time to be increased further once his

child “(got) the hang of it” (Year 7). 

We are thankful for parents who come alongside and

lend their willing support in this initiative. Indeed,

children do need time to wrap their heads around

online learning.

Even as I write this article, I hear a familiar ‘ping’ from

the Google Classroom app on my mobile phone. I

glance at my phone screen and smile at the name

popping up (again). This young man (Year 9) has

learnt that there is no way he can escape handing in

his assignments and that however late, the teacher will

always accept his work submitted online. 

We believe in building self-determination through the

daily grind of homework submission, accountability

and a healthy respect for hard work.

Years 3, 4 and 5 singing the theme song of “Earth Day”

celebration on 22 April (during MCO Phase 3), and a set

of Year 1 and Year 2 siblings presenting “5 Things in

My Garden” dialogue online have warmed the cockles

of every parent’s and teacher’s hearts. Such are some

of the delights we get to taste on our daily virtual

lessons.                            

Even our little ones in Early Years and Year 1, (aka

Generation Z), have proven they are truly the “children

of millennials”. These children of our future are quietly

but surely blossoming in their own digital space under

the watchful eyes of mums and dads in the

background of their laptop screens.

Silently, I salute these determined parents who

tirelessly cheer their offspring on; these are our far-

sighted SBIS parents who, like us educators, are

preparing their children for jobs that are yet to be

created in the future.

Meanwhile, teachers continue to teach (and cajole)

remotely in attempts to ensure disruption to their

students’ learning is minimised.
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Life after the CMCO

When we finally step into SBIS again, the SOPs, social

distancing signages and stickers will remind us of one

burning question: 

“What is the COVID-19 pandemic teaching our students

and the community?”                       

In SBIS, we take this question seriously. We learn from

the pandemic and its consequences, and reflect on

how they are affecting the future of education and its

delivery.  We know that when we reach the other side, it

will not be "business as usual". Instead, we will have to

prepare for the "new normal". 

As I sit down to plan for the students’ return to school

after the Conditional Movement Control Order (CMCO)

is lifted, I ponder on the so-called “new normal” exit

strategy.

Social Distancing

When I first laid my eyes on a typical SBIS classroom,

my first thought was: How on earth do I fill up this much

space? The challenge though will not be merely

shifting tables and chairs around in a classroom. It is

ensuring that social distancing becomes an

automatic, altruistic action derived from self-

discipline and consideration for others in their daily

interactions. 

We expect and will train three-year-olds to fifteen-year-

olds to adapt to this new environment. We will ensure

learning goes on. SBIS students have learnt by now

that physical distance does not stop them from

learning.

“Do I still get to enjoy real time with my
teacher in my classroom?”

“Can I still submit my assignments
online any time I like?”

We anticipate a lot more of such questions and we are
ready to assure, counsel, comfort, sympathise and
empathise with our children. It will not be an easy
path towards recovery .

Why must I sit SO far away from my best
friend?”

“What? Do I have to wash my hands
AGAIN?”
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Life before MCO in SBIS will be but colourful

memories confined to the pages of history, or rather, to

the images on the pc screen.

Life during CMCO in SBIS has been nothing short of a

roller coaster ride with livestreamed lessons,

homework submission and incessant online chats.

Life after CMCO in SBIS is going to be kaleidoscopic,

uncertain yet strangely predictable. We, while battling

such changes ourselves, will have to muster up the

same mental fortitude and emotional adaptability as

this generation of children.

They will bounce back; that is a given. What about the

adults?

We can be equally resilient by cultivating a growth

mindset that is open to possibilities, prepared for

surprises and receptive to changes.

As we open our doors again to our children, we

lovingly welcome them back; albeit at a distance, but

with warm, smiling eyes above our inscrutable facial

masks. Nothing will stop SBIS teachers from caring

and nurturing and educating, not even a COVID-19

pandemic.

A Common Goal

During Google Meets, the “thumbs up” signs

populating the teacher’s laptop screen assure all

that active learning is happening in a fun,

experiential, thought-provoking way. Likewise, in

the classroom, role-playing, group projects, peer

teaching and debates support the learning journey.

We will have a blend of both modes of learning. 

Though neither radical nor new, blended learning

is nevertheless an approach that lends itself to big

possibilities in a new school like SBIS. 

Children, through technology, help to bridge the

invisible gap between school and home. The use of

electronic devices and technological aids will add

value to learning in a classroom.  Parents and

teachers in SBIS share one common goal: to

facilitate the best educational experience

possible for our children. The reward is

indescribably satisfying.

"Receptivity to Changes"


